7.6 Establishes rapport with students, maintaining professional, positive relationships with them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rapport</th>
<th>Basic (1.0 - 1.9)</th>
<th>Developing (2.0 - 2.9)</th>
<th>Proficient (3.0 - 3.9)</th>
<th>Advanced (4.0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No evidence for this dimension OR establishes rapport with few students; no evidence that students share personal information and/or concerns or questions</td>
<td>Based on reports of self and others, is able to establish rapport such that many students approach and ask questions, and/or ask for assistance</td>
<td>Based on direct observation, consistently establishes rapport such that many students approach to ask questions, ask for assistance, and share personal information and/or concerns</td>
<td>Meets criteria for “proficient” and demonstrates skills at establishing rapport with students with a range of personal/developmental characteristics; typical of an experienced teacher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No evidence for this dimension OR evidence of any of the following: does not use active listening skills to allow students to share information; may appear closed-minded or judgmental; gives students constructive feedback/ negative consequences that often results in student anger, confrontation, avoidance, and/or defensiveness; appears to be unfair and/or inconsistent with different students; demonstrates dislike/no affection for student(s)</td>
<td>Sometimes uses active listening skills to ensure students share information; may appear closed-minded or judgmental; can give students constructive feedback/negative consequences without damaging rapport; rarely changes own style of giving feedback to match perceived needs of individual students; may fail to demonstrate enjoyment/affection for interacting with student(s)</td>
<td>Consistently uses active listening skills to ensure students share information; does not appear closed-minded or judgmental; usually can give students constructive feedback/negative consequences without damaging rapport; sometimes changes own style of giving feedback to meet perceived needs of individual students; appears fair/consistent, shows enjoyment/affection in interactions with student(s)</td>
<td>Routinely uses active listening skills to ensure students share information; does not appear closed-minded or judgmental; routinely gives students constructive feedback/negative consequences without damaging rapport; often changes own style of giving feedback to perceived needs of individual students; consistently shows enjoyment/affection in interactions with student(s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No evidence for this dimension OR does not approach or engage in personal conversations with students (non-academic conversations)</td>
<td>Able to engage some students in reciprocal conversations about activities of interest to them</td>
<td>Able to engage most students in reciprocal conversations about activities of interest to students; creates open dialogue with students and numerous opportunities for personal interactions (e.g., interviews, notes, suggestion box)</td>
<td>Able to engage students of varying developmental levels, different genders, and varying personal characteristics in reciprocal conversations about activities of interest to students; facilitates open dialogue with students</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expectations</td>
<td>Inconsistent communication of positive, realistic, challenging expectations rather than negative expectations; positive examples may include statements about general goodness, work, eagerness to learn, good ideas, progress, improvement, cooperation, prosocial behaviors, etc.</td>
<td>Consistently communicates positive, realistic, challenging expectations rather than negative expectations; positive examples may include statements about general goodness, work, eagerness to learn, good ideas, progress, improvement, cooperation, prosocial behaviors, etc.</td>
<td>Meets criteria for “proficient” and demonstrates flexibility in the strategies used to communicate realistic, challenging and positive expectations that match perceived needs of students</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Professional Relationship

| No evidence for this dimension OR any of the following occur: attempts to be student's "buddy," remains aloof from students, attempts to establish rapport in other inappropriate ways (e.g., telling inappropriate jokes, assuming the role of an adolescent) | Usually maintains the professional role of teacher in establishing rapport; does not approach students as their peer and engages them in discussion in appropriate ways | Consistently maintains the professional role of teacher in student interactions; does not approach students as their peer and engages them in discussion in appropriate ways | Meets criteria for "proficient" and demonstrates advanced skills by flexibility in individualizing style of interaction to establish relationships with students from diverse backgrounds |

### Positive Relationship

| No evidence for this dimension OR is punitive and negative in many interactions with students; may sometimes embarrass students | Positive in most interactions with students; does not knowingly or intentionally embarrass students | Consistently positive in interactions with students; aware of how behavior affects different students; does not embarrass students in class | Meets criteria for "proficient" and demonstrates advanced skills by individualizing her/his attention to ensure an ongoing positive relationship even with challenging students; demonstrates skills at changing interactions to improve relationship with student(s) |

### Operationalization/Criteria:

**Guidelines for Admission to Education:** Establishes rapport with students during lessons
1. Benchmarks for admission require meeting the criteria for "developing" for row 1, Dimension #1 (Rapport).
2. To determine the rating, review the field experience teacher’s evaluation and the student’s self-report/self-evaluation of lessons, and other evidence s/he may have included.
3. Any score in the “1” range may be followed up with a recommendation of admission with reservations and a support plan to address deficiencies.

**Evidence to be Evaluated:**
Field experience teacher’s final evaluation, self-report of rapport (in self-evaluations of lessons); Possible: videoclip (with reflection), comments on lessons by coop. teacher

**Guidelines at Admission at Student Teaching:** Establishes rapport with students during lessons
1. Benchmarks for admission require meeting the criteria for "developing" for row 1, Dimension #1 (Rapport), showing consistency across any field experience evaluations
2. To determine the rating, review the field experience teachers’ evaluations and the student's self-report/self-evaluation of lessons, and other evidence s/he may have included.

**Evidence to be Evaluated:**
Field experience teachers’ evaluation, self-report of rapport (in self-evaluations of lessons); Possible: videoclip (with reflection), comments on observed lessons by teacher

**Guidelines for Program Completion/Student Teaching:**
1. Required for program completion are ratings of "proficient" on all dimensions.
2. Observe teacher interactions with students in the classroom during a variety of activities: formal lesson plans, 1:1 situations, informal times.
3. Evaluate group and student responsiveness to the teacher-- observe for interactions with different students, including challenging students.
4. Evaluate for the teacher's ability to change the style of interacting to match different student social needs and different situations.
5. Evaluate during different types of interactions, especially when teacher delivers constructive criticism, handles rule infractions, etc.
6. Observe for the types of student interactions and responsiveness to the teacher.
7. (Alternatives) Interview cooperating teacher/mentor or principal; have teacher complete an evaluation of his/her students’ attitudes towards their teaching and include items about rapport.
8. The narrative for the Inventory should specify an example of a skill/observation that led to the rating, e.g.: During the semester, she met on a weekly basis with her team and assumed responsibility for numerous group activities (care of technology equipment, researching a activities for a co-teaching activity with a peer).

Examples of Evidence:
Records of evaluation forms of previous field experience teachers and those of university faculty, direct observation of interactions with students in a variety of situations, (alternatively) evaluations by K-12 students

Rationale: